Our most eco-friendly and
advanced range of solutions.

AraClass

Introduction

Unprecedented quality,
process speed
and eco-effectiveness.
The new Glasurit AraClass is our most advanced range of products and solutions
– delivering a unique combination of quality, process speed and eco-effectiveness.
Industry-leading in every sense, AraClass offers a revolutionary new range of clear
coats, accompanied by solutions designed to create the ultimate finish while still
ensuring sustainability. As a result, all AraClass clear coats are ecoBalance products,
certified for significant CO2 reduction. Highly efficient and innovative, AraClass is set
to propel your business forward.
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Benefits | AraClass

Innovation in a class of its own.
Glasurit AraClass is unlike any other paint system in the
world. Every aspect of its creation has been refined to
deliver innovations that drive profitability, whilst always
ensuring eco-effectiveness.
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AraClass
Eco-effectiveness
that really is effective

Creation with
a conscience

Glasurit stands for perfect quality as well as social and
ecological responsibility. Protecting the environment is
in our nature. It’s why we are reducing CO2 emissions by
manufacturing AraClass clear coats based on renewable
resources and by providing extremely fast-drying products
to reduce energy consumption in the bodyshops.
Sustainability is at the heart of what we do and a core
growth driver for customers around the world.

For Glasurit, sustainability means aligning economic
success with social and ecological responsibility.
AraClass is the personification of this belief. We’re driven
to contribute to a world that provides a viable future
with enhanced quality of life for everyone. And so, by
making the best use of available resources during the
manufacturing process and by replacing fossil resources
with renewable ones – we’ve created one of the most ecoeffective ranges in the world. A conscious choice to move
forward with a conscious.

Innovative
performance

Delivering better and more
sustainable profitability

The most advanced
of everything

The culmination of decades of Glasurit knowledge and
expertise, AraClass is a new range of clear coats that are
truly unparalleled in the industry. Sustainability unmatched
by any other range. Innovation on another level. All leading
to the most efficient auto-repair paint process there is.

AraClass gives your bodyshop an edge over the
competition through reduced process times, less
complexity and the most advanced service solutions
available. After all, streamlined solutions enhance
efficiency and in turn drive bodyshop performance. Such
efficiencies quickly add up to a clear difference in your
success. It means you can grow, become more competitive
and at the same time reduce your environmental impact.

AraClass is the distillation of all our most advanced
technology, processes, eco-efficiencies and paint science
into one world-class range of products. It's the mix of
these ground-breaking products and tailored solutions
which creates new cutting-edge processes for your
bodyshop. And all without ever sacrificing simplicity of
use. AraClass really is in a class of its own – empowering
you to do the same.
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AraClass | Products

Products | AraClass

Leading
the industry.

A-C-20
Eco Balance clear coat, universal
A clear coat for universal application, that’s eco-effective
and incredibly easy to use.

Glasurit AraClass products are unparalleled in the
industry offering an innovative range of clear coats
that deliver unprecedented quality, process speed
and eco-effectiveness.


	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach
For universal applications ranging from spot repair to
	overall resprays
Very robust, producing first-class results even under
	challenging conditions
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A-C-10
Eco Balance clear coat, fast drying

A-C-22
Eco Balance clear coat, premixed

A fast drying, eco-effective clear coat that’s perfect
for spot repairs on multiple vertical and horizontal panels.

A premixed clear coat that’s very easy to use – with a convenient
preparation process and excellent eco-benefits too.

	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach

	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach

Simple to use for a wide range of applications
	such as spot repair

	Features a simplified mixing process

	Fast drying with an excellent finish

Suitable for a range of applications ranging from
	small parts to complete resprays
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AraClass | Products
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Products | AraClass

A-C-32
Eco Balance clear coat, gloss

A-C-90
Eco Balance clear coat, extra mat

A high-end gloss clear coat which creates a superior finish
and is very eco-efficient.

Creating a flawless extra mat finish, this eco-effective clear coat
is perfect for the repairs of mat surfaces.


	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach


	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach

	Outstanding brilliance for an excellent finish

Suitable for the repair of extremely mat OEM finishes
	and for finishing bumpers, etc.

For high-quality repair jobs on single panels or
	the whole vehicle

Mix with A-C-92 Eco Balance mat clear coat to achieve
	the desired level of gloss

A-C-40
Eco Balance clear coat, scratch resistant

A-C-92
Eco Balance clear coat, mat

A highly scratch resistant clear coat with superior eco-effectiveness
and exceptional surface quality.

A mat clear coat, that’s perfectly formulated for the repairs
to mat finishes.

	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach

	Highly sustainable due to the Eco Balance approach

	Extremely scratch resistant and extremely reliable

Suitable for the repair of silky mat OEM finishes and
	for finishing bumpers, etc.

	Outstanding results

Mix with A-C-90 Eco Balance extra mat clear coat in order
	to achieve the desired level of gloss
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AraClass | Solutions

A world-class
solution for every
business need.
Each unique Glasurit service has been specifically
designed to elevate your business efficiency and
streamline your processes.

Glasurit Know-How.
Support that's always by your side.
On our online support platform Glasurit Know-How, you’ll find
everything you need to solve your everyday challenges in the
bodyshop. Benefit from numerous tutorials and useful how-to-guides
in your language – 24/7, wherever and on any device you like. With
Glasurit Know-How no question goes unanswered.

BASF Middle East LLC, JAFZA One, Tower B, 15th Floor,
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Sheikh Zayed Road, Exit 17, Dubai, U.A.E.
Email: glasurit.uae@basf.com

glasurit.com/uae
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